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- What is happening in that elevation range?

-What are the problems of the rescuers in the 
countries with this type of mountains?

- Which are the most difficult rescue missions?
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Reason for being Reason for being 
in the mountainin the mountain::

trekkingtrekking, , recreationrecreation,,
commercial activitiescommercial activities, , 
Rock climbingRock climbing, , mountainmountain
bikebike, , paraglidingparagliding,,fishing,fishing,
mushroom and herbs, etc.mushroom and herbs, etc.

MountaineeringMountaineering experienceexperience:: limitedlimited

GearGear and clothingand clothing:: Often Often inaproppriateinaproppriate

OrganisedOrganised groupsgroups:: aboutabout 330%0%



Weather forecastWeather forecast
–– often underestimatedoften underestimated

Weather conditionsWeather conditions
–– typical for that elevation rangetypical for that elevation range



32 teams32 teams
Rescue menRescue men::
700700 voluntaryvoluntary
4242 employedemployed



8381106922771111114282002
424172671171011723422001

11291319183253041526482000
91894661810001115261999

13461311664353132930661998
1539185673511112125491997
1018223172942321021431996
1128164553053002025341995
18264920563312001433491994
83189506037611012618561993

VictimsRescue Missions By Type
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Problems related to the Problems related to the 
mountaineers  mountaineers  

-Lots of possible starting points and many
unmarked trails.

- Insufficient information about the planned route.

- Underestimating of the conditions in the mountains 

- Breaking loose from the group.

- Not informing relatives about their precise 
plans.



Counteraction of the BMRSCounteraction of the BMRS

- Focusing the attention of the related structures
to these problems .

-Assisting the park authorities for marking
the routes.

-Public announcements of recommended
behavior in the mountains.

-Daily bulletin about the meteo conditions and
the snow cover in the mountains.



Some organizational problems Some organizational problems 
inside BMRSinside BMRS

- Insufficient interaction with the Police.

- Difficult phone and radio communication 
in some mountain ranges.

- Inappropriate involvement of the relatives and
public media in the course of action. 



What we are doing ?What we are doing ?

-Working on an official paper regarding the
responsibilities of Police and MRS.

-Assisting cellular operators in development
of their networks in the mountains 



Tactical problems inside BMRSTactical problems inside BMRS
- It’s difficult to take a decision about the start
of operational activities on the terrain.

- Different views in the MRS towards the tactics
of such a rescue mission.

- Inaccurate definition of the thoroughness
of searching the terrain.

- No M 1:25 000 maps available.

- Using helicopters is a financial problem .

- It’s difficult to take a decision about the end
or postponing of the operational activities



What we are doing?What we are doing?
- In the Mountain rescue course we put a training

module “Searching for lost and missing people”
(2 h theory и 5 h practice).

-We introduced 3 levels of the thoroughness of 
searching of a specific Region (like in avalanche
searches).

- Special training of SAR dogs.
- Zooming IN M 1:50 000 maps for better use.

Taking the decision about the start, end or Taking the decision about the start, end or 
Postpone of the rescue mission is still a problemPostpone of the rescue mission is still a problem..M 1:50 000M 1:50 000

M 1:27 500M 1:27 500
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